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Forgotten Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Excerpt from Keramic Art of
Japan In writing the chapters devoted to the consideration of the Japanese Keramic manufactures, great di iculties have been experienced. Every
available stream of information had to be carefully traced to its source; collections had to be reached and examined, both at home and abroad;
Japanese authorities had to be catecheti cally examined, and the salient points of their o times con?icting statements picked out and noted; and
lastly, an extensive collection, with all the links as complete as possible, bad to be formed by ourselves for reference and study. In the pages of the
Work we have acknowledged the sources from which special information has been derived. It is rather remarkable that modern writers on Japan,
including those who have visited and resided there, have taught us absolutely nothing relative to the Keramic industry of the country; indeed, in
comparison with the labours of Kaempfer and Siebold, modern exertions in a similar direction are painfully insignificant. It is a question if, had
those indefatigable men. Not existed, we should at the present time have known half what we do about the natural history of the Japanese islands,
and the manners, customs, and industries of the islanders. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection
in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that...
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